WHO'S WHO IN THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS LIBRARIES: LAWRENCE CAMPUS 1993
FOREWARD

The 1993 edition of the Who's Who is issued as part of the orientation program organized by the Committee on Staff Orientation. The information is compiled as a means to present the individuals, with varying jobs and personal interests, who comprise the library system.

In 1982 the first edition of the Who's Who in the KU Libraries was produced. A second edition was issued in the spring of 1988. The Committee on Staff Orientation is continuing the efforts and meeting the standards set by the previous editors to provide useful information as well as enjoyment to the reader.

Individual entries to this 1993 edition were solicited during the spring and list all staff and local retirees of the University of Kansas Libraries who report to the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs at the Lawrence Campus. For the most part, the information was processed as received with some editing to keep within standards set by the Committee. The word processing was completed using the program WordPerfect 5.1.

The Who's Who is intended for internal use only and should not be distributed outside the KU Libraries.

The committee would like to thank all who participated. We hope you will enjoy reading this publication!

The Committee on Staff Orientation, FY1993:
Jennie Dienes, Chair (Government Documents and Map Library)
Mary Rector (Circulation Department)
Jan Altenbernd (Art and Architecture Library)
Connie Powell (Anschutz Science Library)
Sandy Gilliland (Administrative Office)

July 2, 1993
MARIA ALEXANDER -- Half-time Program Assistant -- Slavic Department

B.A. from Indiana University; M.A. in Russian from the University of Wisconsin. My earliest recollections are of WWII in Czechoslovakia. As memory fades, learning how to say the English "th", "r" and "w" is less vivid in my mind. Since that time I've lived with the Time of Troubles, Pugachev's Revolt, the Moscow Plague, Catherine the Great's Crises (some of these in Leningrad and Moscow), and barely survived raising two teenagers. Now, as life gets better as one gets older, all I have to cope with are college tuitions, aging parents, library automation and taxes - not necessarily in that order. I love spending time with my family, violets, violin (as only a gypsy can play it), rainbows at the end of a rainy afternoon, the Crimean landscape, Kansas sunsets...

JAN ALTENBERND -- Library Assistant II -- Art and Architecture Library

I came to Lawrence and KU in the Fall of 1977 to work on my masters in Art History. I've held several positions in the library, starting as a student assistant in Interlibrary Services and Marking (when Marking was part of Circulation). In January of 1979 I became a full-time employee in Marvin (now the Engineering Library). From that job, I moved into my present position as the LA II in the Art and Architecture Library in February of 1981. My hobbies are ceramics and collecting cookie jars. The collection numbers about 100 jars presently. Kerry, my husband, is part owner of Simple Goods General Store. We have two children, Zeke and Katie.

GORDON ANDERSON -- Librarian II -- Head, Slavic Department

M.L.S.: University of Iowa, 1980; Slavic and Germanic cataloger, University of Nebraska Library, 1981-1984. At KU since 8/84. Direct Slavic Department operations, bibliographer for West Slavic materials; Germanic languages and literatures bibliographer; Reference librarian. Other education: B.A. - University of Iowa (1970), M.A. - University of Southern California (1975), M.A. - University of Kansas (1979) in History/German, International Relations and Soviet Studies, respectively. Raising three children (16, 12, 10) leaves little room for other activities, but try to squeeze in some music, reading and travel.

ROGER ANDERSON -- Librarian II -- Collection Development

JANET ANDERSON-STORY -- Library Assistant II -- Watson Circulation

I've been Stacks Supervisor at Watson 5 years this September, 1993. I've been taking classes at ESU in the School of Library and Information Management for the last three. Is there life outside the library?

MARY ANN BAKER -- Library Assistant II -- Special Collections

LOIS BAUER -- Office Assistant IV -- Serials Department
DAVID BENJAMIN -- Library Assistant II -- Kansas Collection

Known to many as Kansas Collection Man, super hero for the 90's, David has been pretending to work in the Kansas Collection for almost eight years (punishment for behavior in a past life). David is hoping to complete his Masters of Architecture in American Architecture/Landscape History and Historic Preservation before the end of the millennium -- he just won't say which millennium! When he is not out solving a regional history crisis or stopping the onslaught of development in historic Lawrence, David can be found lurking about on almost every University committee formed. David lives by two important beliefs: 1) there is no problem too big or small that can't be dragged out by a committee; and 2) no tie is too loud to be worn on a patterned shirt.

MICHAEL BIGGINS -- Librarian II -- Cataloger and South Slavic Bibliographer -- Slavic Department

Did undergraduate and graduate work at KU in Germanic and Slavic languages and literatures. M.L.S. from University of Illinois/Champaign-Urbana. Taught Russian language and literature for a time at colleges in Vermont and Illinois. Enjoy cycling, hiking (especially through older, i.e. lower mountain ranges), movies (the foreigner, the better), and reading.

NORMA BISHOP -- Library Assistant II -- Desk Supervisor -- Watson Circulation

PAMELA BONHAM -- Office Assistant III -- Interlibrary Services/Regents Center Library

RHONDA BOOSE -- Secretary III -- Administrative Office

RICHARD BORTON -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

KERRY BOWER -- Library Assistant II -- Name Authorities Unit -- Cataloging Department

After receiving a BA degree in French from KU, I worked as a proofreader of international scientific journals and then began work in the Cataloging Department of the KU Libraries. After 15 years I'm still here (hey, go figure). When not rearranging Eastern Europe, gagging on Marcive odds and ends, and cataloging English, American, French, and Italian literature, I'm bicycling and sampling beers.

ESTHER BOYD -- Library Assistant I -- Anschutz Science Library

MILISSA BOYER -- Library Assistant I -- Serials Department

B.A.- University of Kansas, Classics 1990; Worked in ILS at KU Med Center, June 1990-November 1992; Currently working on M.L.S. degree at ESU.
SADIE BRAMBLE -- Library Assistant III -- Cataloging Department

BA from KU in Foods (Pre-Dietetics course) with a minor in French. Have been at KU up through the Classified ranks in Cataloging since 1969. One son and two daughters had worked at the KU Library, so I followed in their footsteps. Then our other son took up the tradition. They all like to come back to Lawrence. So my interests include maintaining a big enough house for family visits. Other interests at present are mainly in exploring uses for a home computer. I try to be enough of a computer nut to be a little creative and enough of a health nut to stay on my feet.

BARBARA BREITUNG -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

BARRY BUNCH -- Archivist I -- University Archives

If you have started with a small amount, or if you've maintained a small account with us for some time, we urge you to begin making automatic monthly investments. We're confident that you will be pleased with the rewards of regular investing over time.

NANCY BURICH -- Librarian III -- Head, Regents Center Library

At KU since 1976 when the Regents Center Library was established (then called Linwood). Administers the Library and handles all problems dealing with any aspect of Watson-Regents Center relations. Moved into new Library in December of 1992. Bibliographer for Social Welfare. Has completed MA in Greek History and working on PhD at KU. Hobbies: weaving, reading science fiction, travel, and going out to lunch. Language capabilities: French, Latin, and classical Greek.

MICHAEL CARON -- Program Assistant -- Map Indexing Project

GENE CARVALHO -- Librarian III -- Head, East Asian Library

MARILYN S. CLARK -- Librarian III, Emerita -- Watson Reference

RICHARD CLEMENT -- Librarian II -- Associate Librarian -- Special Collections

I have a BA-Hist., a MA-Eng. from the U. of Nevada-LV, & MA-Librarianship from the U. of Chicago. I spent 3 years at Cambridge U. in England studying Anglo-Saxon, but got side-tracked by my discovery of medieval books and indeed of all things concerned with the history of books. After a stint of 3 years as Asst. Prof. of English at Illinois State U., I decided to become a librarian and was subsequently hired by the Regenstein Lib. at the U. of Chicago as a rare book cataloger on a special project working directly with the Library of Congress. After a year at Chicago, I came to KU in November 1986. I teach the History of the Book and am the proprietor of the Hole and Corner Press (Lib.'s bibliographical teaching press), located in the basement of Spencer. My wife Susanne, who is Danish, and I have two small daughters, and we very much enjoy the character of life in Lawrence.
Born in San Juan, Puerto Rico; and I'm really and truly 1/2 Puerto Rican. Honest! Grew up in a combination (I was an Army brat) of New Jersey (which I don't remember), and D.C., France, and Kansas (which I do remember). Came to KU as a freshman in '71, but didn't get "that paper thing" (B.A. in Spanish) until '89 (Boy, was THAT a party!). Like W.C. Fields, I hate kids (unless they're nephews or nieces). I like foreign movies, and old classic Hollywood ones. Politically, I'm liberal, but not of the knee-jerk variety. My favorite writers are Camus, E. Dickinson, Kafka, and Reinaldo Arenas (a Cuban writer who left the island in the Mariel boatlift, and with whom I spent about 2 hours talking when he visited KU in the mid-'80's). Musically, I have somewhat eclectic taste, but I probably have the largest collection of Nana Mouskouri records (at last count, 37 vinyl disks & 4 cd's) in town. Raised Catholic, I now am "philosophically agnostic", though I still value some of what the Church taught me. Oh, I almost forgot -- for those to whom it matters, I'm gay.

WILLIAM J. CROWE -- Dean of Libraries -- Administrative Office

Came to KU in August 1990 as dean. Previous experience: 1969-1971, at Boston Public Library, as a cataloger and assistant to the acquisitions librarian; at Indiana University, 1971-1976, as coordinator for processing for regional campus libraries; in 1977-1979, as assistant to the dean of libraries; at the University of Michigan, 1976-1977, as academic library management intern; at Ohio State University, 1979-1982, as assistant to the director of libraries; 1982-1990, as assistant director of libraries. Education: B.A. (European history and French), 1968, Boston State College; M.L.S., 1969, Rutgers University; Ph.D. (Administration of academic libraries; minor in higher education), 1986, Indiana University. Family: spouse is Nancy Sanders (native of Lawrence and KU'67); daughter is Katherine ("Katie"), born 1981. Hobbies: immersion in historical biography, especially of political leaders; devotee of the history of the British royal family; cooking; and travel. Favorite books: The Great Hunger, by Cecil Woodham-Smith [as a descendent of some of the refugees from the Great Famine, this is a haunting book]; the memoirs of Charles De Gaulle.
HOPE CUNDIFF -- Library Assistant II -- Acquisitions Department

SUSAN CUNNINGHAM -- Library Assistant II -- Cataloging Department

DEBORAH DANDRIDGE -- Program Associate -- Kansas Collection

CAROLE DIBBEN -- Library Assistant I -- Borrowing Assistant -- Interlibrary Services

Born, raised and educated in Kansas. BS Sociology 1965 from KSTC (now ESU); remained a 5th year for teacher certification and started M.L.S. Taught in Shawnee Mission district before "retiring" to have a family. Moved to Douglas County in 1979 and worked as a substitute teacher, special education paraprofessional and school secretary before starting at KU in 1986. Transferred to KU Libraries in November 1989. Restarted M.L.S. program at ESU in 1989 after learning they offered courses at the Regents Center and on weekends. Ambition: To complete my M.L.S. in time to use it before I retire. Pleasures: Indiscriminate reading, good conversation, needlework, traveling, well-prepared food, sunrise and sunset, walks to enjoy the birds, trees and flowers.

CAROLYN DIBDIER -- Program Assistant -- Map Indexing Project

JENNIE DINES -- Librarian I -- Cataloger -- Government Documents and Map Library

B.Ed., McGill University (Montreal, Que.), 1962; M.L.S., University of British Columbia, 1979. Born and educated in Montreal, I arrived in Lawrence, August 1968, via Vancouver, B.C. and Chicago, where I picked up library experience at the University of British Columbia and Chicago. This experience, coupled with working at the KU Map Library from 1968-70, sparked my interest to complete my M.L.S.. During a nine-month stay in Sapporo, Japan (1984-85), I developed an interest in many Japanese customs, and I am struggling to maintain what little I learned of the written and spoken languages. In March, 1990, I began a cataloging position in the Government Documents and Map Library. After hours, I do volunteer work at a school library, handicrafts of all sorts, some word processing, sewing, gardening, and specialty cooking.

PAULETTE DIFILIPPO -- Librarian II -- Cataloging and Reference Departments

VICTORIA DOLL -- Program Associate -- East Asian Library

PENNY DONALDSON -- Library Assistant II -- Interlibrary Services

I spend 3/4 time in ILS directing traffic in the ILS lending section and 1/4 time as an intern in the Reference Department. My four kids are old enough that three of them have "moved out" but that has had no effect on the food bill or the laundry. I teach Sunday School, do a community newsletter and type the weekly church bulletin. So I don't get bored, I keep active with knitting, crocheting, cross-stitching and sewing. After 5 years of going to Emporia State University in my spare time, I am now graduating with an MLS in Library Science. Now that I no longer have homework to do, I need to find something to do in that extra time.
CHET DURNAL -- LAN Specialist -- Library Automation Department  
B.A., Baker University; M.A., University of Kansas

DIANA DYAL -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

WANDA DYER -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

JOYCE ELLIOTT -- Library Assistant I -- Bindery Preparations and Repair

JUDITH Z. EMDE -- Librarian II -- Assistant Science Librarian -- Anschutz Science Library  
My responsibilities within the Science Library include: reference; bibliographic instruction; collection development in the areas of pharmacy, medicine, health services administration, and speech-language-hearing; technical services supervision; and any project or problems that arise. I received a B.M.E. (1977) in music education (so what am I doing in science?) from the University of Northern Iowa and a M.A. (1981) in library science from the University of Missouri-Columbia. I began employment with the KU libraries in 1986. Most of my spare time is spent with my daughter, Sara (1984), and getting too involved in school and volunteer activities. I enjoy playing flute with a local woodwind quintet, and I especially enjoy living quietly in the country.

NICHOLAS ESHELMAN -- Librarian I -- Cataloging Department  
Born in Newark, Ohio. Grew up in Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania. Idyllic and aimless boyhood among maple forests and heart-shaped bathtubs lead to BA in Liberal Arts (West Chester State University), which in turn resulted in M.L.S. from Rutgers. Upon graduation, worked one year at New York Public Library. Three years of exposure to New Jersey's cornucopia of toxins having impaired decision making ability, moved to Brookings, South Dakota. A year and a day later, arrived in Lawrence. I don't read mystery novels. NPR, flavored coffee and Birkenstocks give me hives. Easily bored. I do have two cats, but I have trained them to act like dogs.

LINDA EVANS -- Library Assistant II -- Watson Reference  
For the last couple of years I've been shifting my focus from the active world of dance to the inner world of spirituality and healing. This year that focus has evolved to include my working weekly with AIDS patients in Kansas City. This experience continues to give my opportunities to learn and grow, expanding my awareness on all levels... And I'm still trying to be half as good a gardener as Sandra Brandt, Mother of All Gardeners.

RUTH FAUHL -- Library Assistant II, Retired -- Science Library  
I am living at the same address, watching birds and collecting books on birds, flowers (wild), and dogs Weimaraner(tame).
FRANCES FISCHER -- Library Associate, Retired -- Science Library

Library consultant for Interx doing reference work for their researchers; Am Library consultant for Oread Laboratories, Inc. taking care of their small in-house library and also doing reference work for their personnel; Treasurer of Kansans for the Improvement of Nursing Homes; I sing with the Lawrence Civic Choir-made several European trips with them, going to England and Wales this June; also sing with my church choir. Enjoy reading, going to plays - K.U. and Lawrence Community theater - Chamber Music series, & concert series at KU. Exercise 3 days per week at Holcomb Park Wilma Elders fitness for life; water therapy 2X per week at Brandon Woods. I enjoy shopping with my daughter who lives in Overland Park. Elderhostel has offered such good programs and I've thoroughly enjoyed those I've attended in various parts of the country. Hope to travel more when I finally retire.

MARY ANN FISHBURN -- Data Entry Operator I -- Map Indexing Project

VERNA FROESE -- Library Assistant I -- Acquisitions Department

I've been working full-time in Watson since October 1983. Prior to that, I was a student assistant in the Math/CS Library. I worked in the Reference Department before being transferred to Acquisitions. I'm a detective of sorts, checking to see if a bibliographer is ordering a duplicate of something we already own. As a student at KU, I got a master's degree in counseling. For my thesis, I surveyed couples married at least 40 years to determine what factors are most important in long-lasting marriages. I'm proud to claim the land "down under" as home (Oklahoma, not Australia), but I'm 100% Jayhawk when it comes to sports. I enjoy puzzles and counted cross-stitching. I make no apologies for being pro-life. Finally, to clear up any confusion about my last name, it's as simple as "froze".

JOY FRY -- Library Assistant III -- Serials Cataloging

BARB GAEDDERT -- Librarian II -- Cataloging Department

My undergraduate degree is from Oberlin College in Ohio; my MSLS is from Western Reserve University. Before coming to Kansas, I worked at the Deere and Company Library (the John Deere tractor people) in Moline, Illinois, at a small public library in Louisiana, and did acquisitions for Northwestern State University of Louisiana and the University of Iowa. I came to Kansas in 1974. At home is Sesto the cat, who lets us think we are in charge. My hobbies include sewing and photography. Our Old West Lawrence home is undergoing renovation. My current cataloging assignments are music and technology.

ANGELLA GALLOWAY -- Office Assistant II -- Mail Room

EARL GATES -- Librarian III, Emeritus -- Cataloging Department
GEORGE GIBBS -- Assistant Dean for Technical Services -- Administrative Office

Background: Born and raised in Beaufort, a small coastal town in North Carolina. Graduated from Duke University (B.A. in English) and Columbia University (M.L.S.). Previous professional experience at the Library of Congress, Columbia, and UCLA. My wife Ruth is also a librarian. We have a son, Thomas, 16. Activities and Interests: eclectic taste in music has encouraged numerous record, tape, and CD purchases. Special interests: organ and piano music; opera; early jazz; gamelan music; early rock music and R & B from the mid-fifties to the early seventies, especially Aretha Franklin. Reading, with special interests in mysteries and Trollope. Movies from all time periods, all countries, with special interests in American silent comedies, American movies of the 1930's, and Warner Brothers cartoons. Cooking, especially bread-making and canning jams, jellies, and chutneys. Walking, hiking, and when caught in the right mood, camping.

E. GAELE GILLESPIE -- Librarian II -- Assistant Head, Serials Department

SANDY GILLILAND -- Assistant to the Dean (for Personnel) -- Administrative Office

Background: born in Clinton, Iowa; raised in Kansas. Have been employed at KU in various capacities since 1974; in Libraries since 1978; in present position since 1984. Activities: strong interest in horses (currently have six quarter horses and one on the way), and I enjoy gardening and downhill skiing. I have a constant supply of "registered barn kittens" for anyone who wants one (or a dozen!).

JILL GIRARDO -- Program Assistant -- Department for Spain, Portugal & Latin America

JOHN GLINKA -- Associate Dean, Emeritus -- Administrative Office

KATHY GRAVES -- Librarian I -- Reference Department

A native Minnesotan, I have a BA from the University of Minnesota and an MLS from the University of South Carolina. I joined Watson's Reference Department in August 1988. My husband Carl is a history teacher and debate coach. I have two stepchildren, Karin (age 15) and Eric (age 11). Carl is an avid railfan/photographer so we can frequently be found hiking along the tracks. Our favorite locale is the Colorado Rockies. I enjoy walking, letter-writing, and reading mysteries and regional fiction.

MAXINE HACK -- Office Assistant IV, Retired -- Acquisitions
SALLY HAINES -- Librarian II -- Associate Special Collections Librarian -- Special Collections

I'm a NJ girl who crossed the Delaware to go to college (BA, German), to get married, unmarried, go to Drexel for the MLS, and finally to come west in the mid-60's with my two little girls (Kate and Erika) to settle forever in KS. In Special Collections I help folks use the history of botany collections and Slavica, I make exhibits, catalog, etc. After hours I'm a sometimes Balkan Folkdancer, I jog 20 miles a week all year 'round, and spend many hours doing research on the history of botanical exploration in Albania, and studying the Albanian language. I'm a movie freak, I drink my beer at the Rock Chalk, and wish it snowed more in KS. Also interested in KS plants and geology, and mountain camping. Memberships: KS Wildflower Soc.; Council on Botanical and Horticultural Libraries. Aspiration: to botanize and geologize in the mountains of Albania without getting shot!

SUSAN HAMILTON -- Library Assistant II -- Acquisitions Department

LUCEIL HAMLIN -- Library Assistant III -- Serials Department

TOMMY HARDIN -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

REX D. HARGIS JR. -- Office Assistant IV -- Assistant Personnel Officer -- Administrative Office

BAYLISS HARSH -- Library Assistant II -- Reserve Supervisor -- Watson Circulation

I've worked at Watson since 1974. KU grad-B.S. in Secondary Education. Special interests are music and dance, learning American Sign Language, clogging (dancing) with the Euphoria Stringband, and helping my husband Doug DuBots run Harmony Hall, a music hall he opened this past December.

MARY HAWKINS -- Assistant Dean for Public Services -- Administrative Office

Schooling: Library degree from Emporia. Employment with KU began in mid-August of 1970, first in cataloging, then in personnel work before assuming current responsibilities.

SHERRY HAWKINS -- Library Assistant II -- Microforms Collection

Most of my responsibilities are centered on the Microforms Collection located on the 4th floor of Watson Library. The rest of my time and energy is spent at the reference desk helping questioning patrons understand and use our complex library system. I have been in the KU library system for many years and worked at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville library before coming to Lawrence. I have my MLS from Emporia State University and I enjoy many activities which include university and library committee work, theater productions, KU basketball, and SAILING.
L. E. JAMES HELYAR -- Librarian III -- Special Collections

SUSAN HEWITT -- Library Assistant III -- Anschutz Science Library

ANNAMARIE HILL -- Library Automation Analyst -- Office of Information Systems

SUSAN HITCHENS -- Librarian II -- Music Librarian -- Music Library

JULIE HOFF -- Librarian I -- Government Documents and Maps Library

GABRIELLE HOLCOMB -- Office Assistant III -- Cataloging Department

NANCY HOLLINGSWORTH -- Library Assistant III -- Kansas Collection
   Have worked in the library system for fifteen years, one in the Science Library and the remaining fourteen in the Kansas Collection, commuting from Kansas City for the past ten. Studied at KU, the Sorbonne, and the University of Strasbourg (French, with emphasis in history and art history). Vegetarian and natural foods enthusiast (I do require a certain amount of chocolate) who enjoys traveling, camping, backpacking, music, traveling, swimming, baking, flitting about with daughters ages 19, 13, and 7, playing with dog and cat, spending time with husband, and traveling. Keeps need for traveling in check by commuting?

LARRY HOPKINS -- Secretary I -- Special Collections

Marilyn Hu -- Circulation Supervisor -- Anschutz Science Library

GEOFF HUSIC -- Librarian II -- Serials Cataloging

ANN HYDE -- Librarian III (Curator of Manuscripts) -- Special Collections

NANCY JAEGGER -- Assistant to the Dean for Budget -- Administrative Office

CAROL JEFFRIES -- Library Assistant III -- Acquisitions Department
GEORGE JERKOVICH -- Librarian III, Emeritus -- Slavic Department

Since I retired on February 17, 1989, my current activities consist of traveling and writing. With my wife, Miriana, I attended all Slavic conferences, the last one was in Phoenix, Arizona. I went twice to my native land, Croatia, and observed there terrible atrocities committed by the Serbian army. I finished the book My Hvar (about 370 pp.): cultural history of my Island whose history goes back to at least 400 years b.c. The article "The Life of St. Nicholas" (19 pp.) was printed in the Journal God's Service (December, 1992). Since St. Nicholas is the patron saint of my village, I printed 500 copies and distributed them to each family of that parish. I prepared the article "Croatians in Kansas City" which is going to be published in The Croatian Almanac. My biggest project is the writing of my Memoirs. Thus far I finished them in Croatian (713 pp.), and now I am in the process of translating them into English. My son, George, a psychiatrist who works in Salina, Kansas, with his wife, Monica, have blessed us with four grandchildren. My daughter, Nika-Ana, Juris Doctor, is working as a Public Defender in Wichita, Kansas. She married Bill Cummings, also a lawyer, on January 19 this year--both are living in Wichita, and are doing great. In conclusion, I would say that working is beautiful, but retirement is joyful, divinely and richly rewarding!

ELLEN JOHNSON -- Librarian III, Emerita -- Music Library

Last summer I visited Russia's Golden Circle for 18 days and saw a new, prospering, friendly Russia from the luxury of a cruise ship. First came Moscow for 3 days, then up the Volga River to lush lake country and finally several days in cultural St. Petersburg. We were greeted by uniformed brass bands wherever we docked and walked through charming historic sites along the banks. I yielded to the charms of the many entrepreneurs by buying two beautifully costumed 28" dolls, hand crocheted items, 3 original paintings, 22 nested dolls (one for each member of my doll collectors club) and even a genuine fur Cossack hat.

BARBARA JONES -- Librarian III -- Reference Librarian -- Watson Reference

Bibliographer for education and dance & online searcher. A survivor of the student unrest of being 60's (lived next to the Rock Chalk Cafe in the 60's & 70's), BJ is evidence of the holding power of local cultural attractions. Notable among these are the Douglas County 4-H Demolition Derby, the annual Blow Your Horn Contest of the Lawrence Woodwind Quintet (in which BJ blows oboe) with the local chapter of the Society for the Preservation of the Kazoo Playing in America, & the spring Steam Engine Show at McLouth, a thriving small town within easy driving distance of Lawrence. (There are, of course, other attractions to fit less discriminating tastes and BJ is an authority on some of these.) BJ also makes her own clothes & styles her own hair - unfortunately. As an addition to the above let it be known that BJ is a graduate of K-State (BS-English) & Denver (MLS) & has never actually attended the McLouth Steam Engine Show because she prefers to save that event as "something to look forward to".
NED KEHDE -- Librarian III -- University Archives

PATRICK KINGSBURY -- Library Automation Analyst -- Office of Information Systems

DONNA KIPP -- Library Assistant I -- Engineering Library

CHANNETTE KIRBY - Library Assistant II - Reference Dept., Watson Library
On stakeout at the Reference Desk half of my time, I continue to assist with the Bibliographic Instruction program with the "Birds". I really enjoy both of these jobs. In my spare time here, I do other assorted tasks like statistics and gulp for air. I still live in Baldwin in a partially renovated, (permanent condition) bungalow with Matt (husband), Liam (son) and Fritz (senior advisor and dog). Latest projects include designing new furniture with Matt and building a Japanese garden. Music and art still dominate our lifestyles, with mysteries, architecture and sociology in the background haunting me when I have time.

LORRIE KNOX -- Librarian II -- Anschutz Science Library
Duties: staffing the reference desk; collection development in biology, botany, ecology, entomology, geology and natural history; and supervision of the ASL circulation department. Special skills: speak fluent Norr Dakotan and Pernese; adept at muggins and jigsaws; experienced with needle pricks (of all sorts), root rot and Alley Cats. Addictions: Lerner & Loewe, Rodgers & Hammerstein, etc. Aspirations: a six-bagger (or better) preferably in a tournament.

DONNA KOEPP -- Librarian II -- Head, Government Documents and Map Library

MILOCHE KOTTMAN -- Library Assistant II -- Cataloging Department

KATHY LAFFERTY -- Secretary I -- Kansas Collection

MARK LASNIER -- Library Assistant I -- Anschutz Science Library

MARILYN LANDON -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

KATHY LATHROM -- Library Assistant II -- Serials Department
LARS LEON -- Library Assistant II -- Acquisitions Department

I began my library career as a student employee in the spring of 1984 in the search unit of the Acquisitions Department. I became an LAI in August 1986. I became an LAII in March 1990. I have spent most of my time searching but at times I have been pulled from my searching duties to do other duties which have included working in cataloging, serials receiving, building stacks in Anschutz, serving on the search committee for the new library dean, and chairing the Student Task Force Committee. Now I am working with the Exchange and Gifts. I graduated from the University of Kansas in May 1987 with a Business Administration degree. Throughout my life (and currently) I have enjoyed playing tennis, golf, basketball, cooking, collecting baseball cards, and traveling. My favorite domestic destination is Key West, Florida. My favorite destination in the world is the Cinque Terre in Italy. My future plans? Owning my own business with possibly a taste of travel involved.

MALCOLM KERR LODWICK -- Library Assistant I -- Art and Architecture Library

Began my current position fall '92 and am very happy to be gainfully applying my degree / area of interest to the accumulation, organization, preservation and circulation of Architecture materials. Enjoy providing reference assistance for questions on Architecture, Construction and Urban Design. Plan to enroll in a graduate-level Architecture course this summer so to test the waters in that direction. Currently remain active as husband of a full-time undergraduate (with three jobs) and father of a two-year old. Becoming skilled as chauffeur and part-time housekeeper/babysitter, and am grateful to be able to share with family as much time as I do get to. Continue to aspire to improve my well-being and suspect it is intrinsically linked with finding that ever-elusive free time.

KEN LOHRENTZ -- Librarian II -- Cataloging Department

JOHN LYNCH -- Library Assistant I -- Interlibrary Services

KATHRYN MADIGAN -- Editorial Assistant -- Map Indexing Project

BOB MARVIN -- Library Assistant III -- Cataloging Department

ALEXANDRA MASON -- Librarian III -- Spencer Librarian -- Special Collections

Educated: Mount Holyoke College (AB, Greek) and Carnegie Tech (MSLS). KU employment: Special Collections cataloguer, 1957-1963; head of department, 1963-; 1961/62, Durham University Library (exchange appointment). Professional pleasures: 15th to 17th century books, physical bibliography, talking with researchers about their work. Active in RBMS, especially Bibliographical Standards Committee, Security and Ethical Standards Committees; has been chair of RBMS and served on ACRL Board; chair of Lilly Library Visiting Committee; First recipient of Chancellor’s Award for Distinguished Librarianship. Private pleasures: travel in Great Britain, driving an old MGB, reading detective stories, playing with microcomputers.
AL MAULER -- Library Assistant III -- Cataloging Department

Born 10-05-46 (Olmitz, KS); HS Pontifical College Josephinum (Worthington, OH); BA (German), Creighton '68; MA (German) KU '72; MPhil (German) KU '75. Married (wife, Marcy), 2 children (Leo 22; Tanya, 20, studying art at Pratt Institute). Hobbies: photography and reading (what else!), esp. murder mysteries and popular Catholic theology. There is probably something suspicious about my coming to work in Watson Library—I was offered the position on Friday, March 13, 1981 and began work on April Fools Day. Taught German for 7 years as a TA in the German Department and since 1974 have taught German by correspondence through Independent Study, (Continuing Education). I drifted into directing the German Department’s reading room in Wescoe (the Engel German Library), so my background is primarily in language and language instruction with some experience running a "one-horse" library. In the Cataloging Department I began working with "analytics" (monographs that are analyzed and classed together as a set) and promoted into my current position in December 1983. I supervise the OCLC Unit, which handles bookflow (new books from Acquisitions and books into and out of Hold), copy cataloging, shelflining, and OCLC production. I am able to do some advanced copy cataloging of German materials. From 1984 to 1989 was the president of KULSA.

ROSEMARY MCDONOUGH -- Librarian II, Emerita -- Watson Reference

JENNIFER MELLENBRUCH -- Extension Assistant -- Regents Center Library

ROB MELTON -- Librarian III -- Collection Development (60%)/Publications Coordinator (40%)

I was born and grew up in the Blue Ridge mountains of North Carolina and educated at a university in Durham currently known for its revolutionary English professors and back-to-back national hoops champs. After receiving my Master’s in English, also from Duke, I taught in Norfolk, VA., for a few years before moving to New York, where I picked up a library degree from Columbia while supporting myself with odd jobs in publishing and libraries. My chief interests are modern American literature, theater, piano and chamber music, movies, and teaching Tadzio, a 1-year-old standard poodle, new tricks. More-or-less permanent predilections include Proust, Prokofiev, Puccini, pasta, puzzles, and poodle shows. Watch for my Lawrence directing debut in the fall of '93.
JOHN S. MILLER -- Librarian III -- Automation Librarian

I have an undergraduate history degree from Goshen College and once almost tried to get a Ph.D. in history at the University of Chicago. Since we had no money and there already were 2,000 history Ph.D.'s driving cabs at the time (a true fact), I allowed reality to sink in and instead got a masters from the U of C Graduate Library School. I've been at KU since 1979 -- cataloging history of economics books on a grant, running a BCR branch office, designing and programming mainframe library systems, and finally, more-or-less trying to make automation work in the Libraries. Away from work I like to eat and cook, to play and listen to music, to play and watch basketball, and to read Simenon, Wodehouse, Stephen Gould, the New Yorker, and others of their ilk. The automation thing evolved rather gradually. I descend from a long line of craftsmen (whom I admire a lot), so I guess it makes as much sense to work with code and hardwares as with blueprints and handtools.

KENT MILLER -- Librarian II -- Head, Serials Department

MARY MILLER -- Library Assistant III -- Cataloging Department

Joined KU Libraries staff in July 1979 as a Clerk-Typist in Special Collections. Currently a Library Assistant III (Head of the Authorities Unit) in the Cataloging Department. Outside interests/activities include gardening, sports, cats, exercise, and raising two children under 5 years of age.

RACHEL MILLER -- Librarian II -- Head, Acquisitions Department

SHELLEY MILLER -- Librarian II -- Bibliographer -- Head, Spain, Portugal and Latin America

Started my library career in SPLAT as a student assistant in 1976 while finishing BAs in Spanish and Social Welfare, and never would have guessed what an addiction awaited me in librarianship. Went to Los Angeles for graduate work in library science and Latin American studies, then returned for a grant-funded Central American cataloging job here. I went to a Hispanic acquisitions job at the Library of Congress after the grant, and came back again when KU created its first SPLAT-dedicated Spanish and Portuguese-language cataloger position. Later I returned to SPLAT as bibliographer. East Lawrence and city politics occupy my spare time, as do my old house, the yard from hell, my faithful dog Sully, and the ducks.

CAROL MINER -- Library Assistant II -- Engineering Library
BILL MITCHELL -- Librarian III -- Special Collections
Wife: Jean. Grown son: Cotter. Came to school here in 1950 from the East (Johnson County, that is) and, except for time in the service and at library school (Illinois), have remained here. Worked through school as cook, waiter, fly-boy, bus driver, gas station attendant, carpenter and student assistant in Special Collections where, while dusting books, I decided I wanted to be a librarian. Vocational interest in conservation and preservation is also avocational. Very fond of Kansas; and Lawrence; and KU; and the Libraries. Pleasures? Working (library and home); being by the fire with Jean; the smells of wood and earth; the seasons; Flint Hills burning...

LORRAINE MOORE -- Librarian III -- Head, Cataloging Department

TAHIRIH MULLEN -- Library Assistant II -- Cataloging Department

DAWN C. MURRELL -- Library Assistant II -- Circulation Supervisor -- Engineering Library

JIM NEELEY -- Librarian III -- Head, Watson Reference

KATHLEEN NEELEY -- Librarian II -- Head, Science Libraries -- Anschutz Science Library
At work, I attend numerous meetings, do reference work, oversee the collection development activities of the sci-tech libraries and select library materials in chemistry and general science. I have been with the KU Libraries since 1977. I have a B.S. in chemistry from Chatham College in Pittsburgh, PA and an M.S. in Library Science from Syracuse University in Syracuse, NY. I am married to Jim Neeley, Head of the Reference Department in Watson Library. We have a teenage daughter, Laura, thirteen years old, and a son, Alan, nine years old. They keep me very busy when I'm at home. In the summers, I dabble at gardening while watching the kids bike and play basketball. In the winter, I read an occasional mystery and lots of travel books. I especially enjoy mysteries by Sarah Paretsky. We make an annual trip to Pensacola, Florida, and have recently enjoyed additional travel throughout the U.S. Someday, I would like to take a sabbatical and visit Europe and New Zealand.

JOHN NUGENT -- Librarian III -- University Archivist -- University Archives

CARMEN ORTH-ALFIE -- Library Assistant II -- Government Documents and Map Library

BRENDA OWENS -- Library Assistant II -- Holds Office Supervisor -- Watson Circulation
MICHAEL PALIJ -- Librarian II, Emeritus -- Slavic Department

A retired (1984) Associate Slavic Librarian at the University of Kansas. Received B.A. in Modern Russian History from the University of Minnesota; M.A. in Library Science from the University of Denver; Ph.D. in Modern Russian History from the University of Kansas. Author of two books (one in print) and numerous articles on modern East European history. Continuing to do research on East European history. Member of American and Ukrainian scientific societies. Established the Maria Pallij Memorial Fund at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, for promotion of Ukrainian Studies (1977).

LIVIA PERLAKY -- Library Assistant I -- Acquisitions Department

DAVID PARDUE -- Librarian I -- SPLAT Monograph Cataloger -- Cataloging Department

EVELYN CONSTANCE POWELL -- Librarian II -- Science Reference Librarian -- Anschutz Science Library

I have a background in the sciences (biochemistry) and five years previous experience in medical librarianship. My interests are the physical and biological sciences and music (piano).

PICKETTE PRICE -- Extension Assistant -- Regents Center Library

JO NELL PROCTOR -- Accountant II -- Administrative Office

NANCY RAKE -- Library Assistant III -- Cataloging Department

JAMES RANZ -- Dean, Emeritus -- Administrative Office

MARY RECTOR -- Office Assistant III -- Fines Office, Circulation Department

I am a native of Lawrence and a graduate of Lawrence High School. I have two daughters, Lavon Carter, a Wichita State graduate, who is assistant to the director of the Wichita Air Museum. My son-in-law, Paul, a KU graduate, works for Boeing of Wichita. My daughter, Leanne Miller, mother of my two grandchildren, Amanda and Mark, works for Packer Plastics in the accounting department. My interest is people and helping others. Rather than sit back and complain about community problems, I try to get involved with groups to learn more about what is going on and try to help solve some of those problems; such as serving on a Horizon 2020 task force and helping to establish an alumni association for Liberty Memorial and Lawrence High Schools. I work on class reunions, assist my family and friends whenever and wherever possible. I have been a member of the Order of Eastern Star for 23 years and hope someday to complete my college education. I have worked at KU at several different times and places; I started in the Statistical Department in the late 50's, worked a short time for IPPBR and at KUMC in the Orthopedic Surgery Department. I have lots of memories of KU Nightshirt Parades, winning football and basketball teams and many, many other events. Lawrence is home, always has been and always will be.
MARIANNE REED -- Automation Specialist -- Library Automation Department

I was born and raised in the Midwest. My greatest shock when I got to college at K-State was my discovery that my roommates did not consider cream of mushroom soup to be an essential ingredient in all recipes, including brownies. After completing a degree in History and Anthropology in 1982, I drifted to Lawrence. I started working in Periodicals in 1982, went to Circulation in 1983, left in 1987 to follow Love to Michigan, and came back to the Libraries in 1991 to the Automation Department. I'm married to another Midwesterner, Tim (no-our-last-names-are-not-the-same) Weston, an archaeologist with the Kansas Historical Society. We live in an old farmhouse in Lawrence with our multiple cats and dogs. My lifelong ambition is to go for two months without a $100 veterinary bill. When not sweeping up animal hair, bathing dogs, or yelling, "DOWN!," my hobbies include reading and gardening. I want to be Lt. Worf when I grow up.

JANET REVENEW -- Library Assistant II -- Periodicals Reading Room

I started working in Periodicals way back in July, 1973. I am a native Lawrencean. I have one daughter, Stephanie, age 11. Between job, family and a hyper blond cocker spaniel, I have very little time to enjoy my hobbies which include reading and collecting cookbooks.

JOHN RICHARDSON -- Librarian I -- Cataloger -- Cataloging Department

DAVID RIDGE -- Program Assistant -- Map Indexing Project

LAVERTA RILING -- Account Clerk, Retired -- Acquisitions Department

Retired from Watson Library 1981 as an account clerk. Since retirement I have taken up bridge and play at least 2 to 3 times a week; I do volunteer work for Business and Professional Women and AARP. At present time I'm serving two years as District Director of District #7 for AARP (American Association of Retired Persons). I volunteer for the Council on Aging; take tickets for football and basketball games at K.U.; work for all the elections as presiding judge.

RICHARD R. RING -- Librarian II -- Collection Development

MARY ROACH -- Librarian III -- Cataloging Department

DAN ROBINSON -- Library Assistant I -- Regents Center Library

MARY M. ROSENBOOM -- Librarian II -- Reference Librarian and Women’s Studies Bibliographer -- Watson Reference

I came to KU in August 1988 after a "crazy quilt" of library jobs. Over a five year period I worked at three different libraries at Harvard all the while attending Simmons College in Boston, and finally earning an MLS. I then moved to California and worked for a network training librarians how to use RLIN. My last job before coming to KU was in the Director’s Office at Stanford. Now I’m finally working in reference—the reason I took up library work. My husband, Josh, and I have two sons, Nathan and Benjamin. We spend all our free time admiring them.
NANETTE ROUBIDEAUX -- Program Assistant -- Map Indexing Project

GARY SAMUELSON -- Office Assistant IV -- Fines Supervisor -- Watson Circulation

BRADLEY L. SCHAFFNER -- Librarian I -- Russian and Soviet Studies Bibliographer -- Slavic Department

KRISTA SCHMIDT -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

REBECCA SCHULTE -- Librarian II -- Assistant Curator -- Kansas Collection

Sister of 8, mother of 2 and married to a land-locked boatholder, I began working in Watson as a student assistant in 1973, received my BA in 1975 and started as a Clerk II in Cataloging where I worked until 1980. My MA is from the University of Wisconsin--Madison (yes it was cold, but fun). The Kansas State Historical Society in Topeka was the next stop which sparked an interest in Kansas history. I returned to KU in 1985 as leader of the Wilcox Collection Cataloging Project, and I am now the Assistant Curator of the Kansas Collection where I do a little bit of everything. Interests include my family (Emily aged 13, Lizzie aged 8, and Dan aged 39), books, gardening, traveling (by car, motorcycle or canoe), and eating, preferably food which someone else has prepared.

C. CHRISTINE SCOTT -- Library Assistant I, Retired -- Regents Center Library

STEPHEN SHARTRAN -- Library Assistant I -- Interlibrary Services

LISA SHAW -- Office Assistant IV -- Copying Services

KENDALL SIMMONS -- Library Assistant III -- Head, Watson Circulation

Grandmother of the perfect child, owner of ducks, mopeds, potato beds, and the worst knees this side of the Atlantic.

ALEX SLATER -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

B.A. (Biology) from the University of Connecticut; M.Sc. and Ph.D. (Systematics Entomology) from KU. Avocation--fixing the house, squirrel removal. Other interests--systematic biology, old fountain pens, microcomputers, mysteries, science fiction/fantasy, gardens, model railroads. After 3 years, I'm still trying to learn enough about cataloging to be able to understand what my wife, Geri, is talking about.

GERI SLATER -- Library Assistant II -- Cataloging Department

I'm a Royals fan--the British Royals! I like to collect postcards, books, bookmarks, British Royal trivia (yes, it is trivial!), and just about anything else as long as it's free! I love art museums and travelling, have lived in England, Australia, and a foreign country called New England. Still trying to adjust to living in Lawrence, Kansas for the last 15 years.
JULIE ANN SLUSSER -- Office Assistant III -- Cataloging Department

JIM SMITH -- Library Assistant II -- Music Library

ANN SNOW -- Library Assistant I -- Art and Architecture Library

B.A. Theater 1975 Radford University, BFA Illustration 1993 K.U. Adoptive mother of three cats, enjoys solitude, books, movies and long bike rides. Dreams: 1. Making art for a living and 2. Winning Publisher's Clearinghouse (in case 1. doesn't work out). Favorite quotation: "The dream is a lie, but the dreaming is true." Robert Penn Warren

CHRISTINA SPRAY -- Library Assistant II -- Interlibrary Services

MALGORZATA STAMM -- Library Assistant I -- Cataloging Department

INGE STARR -- Library Assistant II -- Government Documents and Map Library

ELIZABETH STEPHENS -- Library Assistant II, Retired -- Approval Plan Unit -- Acquisitions Department

Born in Memphis, TN. Universities and degrees: B.M. (University of North Texas); M.M. (KU) both in organ performance; additional study in piano, organ, theory, church music at Juilliard, NY. Former positions: instructor in organ and piano (the Victoria College, Victoria, TX.), assistant instructor in organ (KU), many church positions, also, private studio in piano and organ (Victoria, TX). Most recent position: LAII in Acquisitions Approval Plan Unit (21-1/2 years), organist at Trinity Episcopal (about the same). Family: 5 children, 1 husband, 3 cats. Children and husband are musicians, cats aren't. Interests: old houses, music, liturgy, reading, gardening and traveling. (Don't get to do much with the last two.)

DENISE SWARTZ -- Accountant I -- Administrative Office

Schooling: high school and 2 years of college. Have been at KU for 15 years in various capacities. I was born and raised in Parsons, KS. I enjoy bowling in the winter and playing softball in the summer. I am married to David Swartz and have 2 children (Amy and Ryan). Trying to keep up with all of their activities is my other full-time job.

ELEANOR SYMONS -- Librarian III -- Watson Reference

Born in Camborne, Cornwall, England. Educated: Camborne County School for Girls; Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford; University of London School of Librarianship. I came to the University of Kansas Libraries in September, 1957. Worked in Preparations (Cataloging); Book Selection; Acquisitions; and Reference since September 1983. Current bibliographic duties: classics; French and Italian; linguistics; religious studies; and formerly English, Germanic languages, philosophy, and general literature. Principal interests: language, especially word histories and dialect dictionaries; literature, especially classical and medieval; folklore and tradition; place name and personal name studies; liturgics, Biblical studies; church history; textile crafts; British topography; murder mysteries.
TONI TAYLOR -- Library Assistant II -- Bindery/Serials Assistant -- Anschutz Science Library

Began working in Entomology Reading Room in 1970, moved to Science Serials in 1978, now responsible for binding, repairs, LSER updates - problem solving and reference. Married to famous KU honey-bee biologist/tropical ecologist. Own degrees: AB, Mount Holyoke (zoology); MS, Yale; unfinished PhD on the reproductive systems of female lepidoptera. Mother to two wonderful daughters (U. Wisc.-Madison and Duke/Harvard Kennedy School). Step-mother to exuberant 3rd generation golden retriever. A sometimes homesick New Englander who lives for swimming in the summer and Jayhawk basketball in the winter. Recent adventures: canoeing and fishing for northern pike in the Canadian wildlands; exploring the length of South Africa testing for genetic diversity in the original "African bees".

CORRIE THOMPSON -- Secretary I -- Anschutz Science Library

I am married to a good man who is an apprentice chef (lucky me!). I have a plethora of mammals, but only one reptile (three cats, two dogs, and a box turtle. I know it's uncool to take a wild animal out of its natural habitat for a pet, but I didn't understand that when I was 9 years old. I don't do that kind of thing now.) I live in East Lawrence. My favorite recording (and performance) artists are Tom Waits and Laurie Anderson.

JOANNA TRAXLER -- Office Assistant IV -- Acquisitions Department

SARA TUBBY -- Printer II -- Bindery Preparations and Repair

HARLEY WAGLER -- Program Assistant -- Slavic Grant Project -- Slavic Department

LISA WALther -- Program Assistant -- Slavic Grant Project -- Slavic Department

MARY LOU WARREN -- Library Assistant III -- Government Documents and Map Library

JULIE WATERS -- Librarian I -- Anschutz Science Library

LEANN WELLER -- Librarian II -- Head, Engineering Library

I have a B.A. in biology and physical sciences from Emporia State University. My MLS is from the University of Michigan. Before moving to Lawrence, I worked at the University of Arizona and Linda Hall Library. At KU Engineering Library I answer questions, order materials for engineering, do computer literature searches, solve problems and attend meetings. I am active in ALA, ACRL, STS, and SLA. In my spare time I enjoy traveling, eating out, playing the piano or organ, reading, working of crafts (especially needlepoint and weaving). My newest hobby is my house. I also enjoy hostessing a Holiday Open House each December.
ANNIE WILLIAMS -- Librarian II -- Cataloging Department


SHERRY WILLIAMS -- Librarian III -- Kansas Collection

I have worked in the Kansas Collection for the past fourteen years. I am originally from Michigan, and received my B.A. degree from Kalamazoo College, in Kalamazoo, Michigan. I received my M.L.S. degree from the University of Oklahoma, where I also worked at the Western History Collections. My children (Jeff, age 18; Andrew, age 9; Peter, age 7) occupy a great deal of my time.

MARGARET WILSON -- Librarian III -- Serials Cataloging

I grew up in Lawrence and Rapid City, S. Dakota. I majored in music (organ performance) at Oberlin Conservatory and got my M.L.S. from the University of Pittsburgh. I have worked in libraries at the following institutions (listed in "likeability," not chronological order): U.S. Bureau of Mines, University of Cincinnati, Mellon Institute, and SUNY at Buffalo. At present I am head of the Serials Cataloging Unit of the Cataloging Department. Outside the library, most of my spare time and all of my money is spent on two wild and crazy guys, Busher and Don Lorenzo.

NORMAN WYCOFF -- Copying Services Supervisor, Retired -- Copying Services